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In 1588, Pope Sixtus V had two colossal bronze statues placed on top of the ancient Roman columns of Trajan and of Marcus Aurelius (Figure 3.1). The statues, representing the city's patron saints Peter and Paul, were designed by Leonardo Sormani and Tommaso della Porta; they were cast by Bastiano Torrigiano. The whole operation was orchestrated, and perhaps even conceived, by Domenico Fontana, the same artist who, in 1586, had engineered the moving of the Vatican obelisk to the center of St. Peter's square and the mounting of a gilded bronze cross at its pinnacle (Figure 3.2); while at work on the column projects, Fontana was also arranging for three other obelisks to be raised in the city.\footnote{For these projects generally, see esp. Cesare D’Onofrio, Gli obelischi di Roma: storia urbanistica di una città dall’età antica al XX secolo (Rome: Romana società editrice, 1992), pp. 143–280; Erik Iversen, Obelisks In Exile (Copenhagen: G.E.C. Gad, 1968), pp. 11–46; as well as Helge Gamrah, Roma Santa Rennovata: Studi sull’urbanistica di Roma nella seconda metà del sec. XVI con particolare riferimento al pontificato di Sisto V (1585–1590) (Rome: L’Erma di Bretschneider, 1987); Giorgio Simancini, ‘Roma restaurata’: Rinnovamento urbano al tempo di Sisto V (Florence: Olschki, 1990); and the essays in Architettura per la città, ed. Maria Piera Sette (Rome: Multigrafica, 1992).}

In each of these monuments, a pagan work was used as a base for a Christian image, and Fontana himself suggested that this was a triumphalist gesture: his 1590 book, On the transportation of the Vatican Obelisk, recalls ‘removing [that obelisk] from the opprobrium of the idols to which it had in antiquity been dedicated, canceling with this the worldly glory of the Gentiles [...] and consecrating it as the support and foot of the most holy Cross.’\footnote{Domenico Fontana, Della trasportazione dell’obelisco vaticano: et delle fabbriche di Nostro Signore papa Sisto V (Rome: D. Basa, 1590), p. 3: ‘Però si commiavate dì dar principio à così pio desiderio, et ardente zelo con l’Obelisco del Vaticano, che Guglia volgarmente si chiamà, pietra così maravigliosa, traendola dall’obbrobrio de gli Idoli, a cui...'} There was, though, a certain paradox to these triumphs.
Sixtus was infamous for demolishing monuments of the pagan past. Cardinal Giulio Antonio Santori wrote in his diary of how, 'seeing that the Pope was quite bent on the destruction of Rome’s antiquities ... many noble men came to beg me to try to persuade his Holiness to abandon his strange purpose.' Among the works the pope dismantled, Santori continues, was the Septizonium, and the pontiff 'cherished the intention of destroying' the Arch of Janus and the Tomb of Cecilia Metella as well. Cesare D’Onofrio, referring to Sixtus’s 'almost systematic destruction of Roman antiquities,' notes that the Pope razed much of what was standing at the Baths of Diocletian. And when, in the very year that the column and obelisk projects were initiated, Sixtus had Tommaso Laureti add a painting of a cross raised over a broken idol to the center of the ceiling of the Sala di Costantino in the Vatican (Figure 3.3), the image seemed even to advertise the role the pope conceived for himself, a role, contemporaries said, that was modeled on Gregory the Great, the so-called 'Destroyer of Pagan Idols.' Yet when we see Fontana expressly stating both that the pope regarded the columns and obelisks as 'idols' and that his goal was 'not only to repress but also to eliminate the memory of the Idols,' it becomes clear that, in the case of the columns and obelisks, the varieties of damnatio memoriae prosecuted by Sixtus and by Gregory could not have been more different. Whereas Gregory, to follow the chroniclers, had ritually dismembered the city's imagines daemonum, Sixtus fixed what was in disrepair, added missing parts, and made the 'idols' into prominent urban features. Two of the four obelisks had to be reconstructed from found or excavated pieces. With the columns no less than the obelisks, moreover, the documents recording payments to the artists involved speak of the antiquities' 'restoration': the sculptors Silla Longhi and Matteo Castello da Melide, for example, were paid to replace the portions of the

fu anticamente dedicata, e cancellando con questo principio la mondana gloria de’ Gentili, che principalmente consacravano gli obelischi e piramidi, stimati li più ricchi e memorabili trofei, alla superstizione de’ Dei loro, e purgando essa Guglia, e consacrando in sostegno e piede della santissima Croce [...]."  


4. D’Onofrio, p. 194.


6. Fontana, p. 3: ‘Di qui è, che nel primo anno, che dalla providenza del sommo Motore fu assunto al Pontificato, con ogni forza possibile cercò, non solo di reprimere, ma di levare affatto la memoria de gli Idoli, che tanto furono da Pagan contumaci con le piramidi, con gli obelischi, con le colonne, co’ templi et con altri famosi edifici [...]’
Figure 3.1 *Column of Trajan*, restored under the direction of Domenico Fontana, 1587, with the addition of St. Peter by Leonardo Sormani and Tommaso della Porta, cast by Bastiano Torrigiani. Photo: author.
Figure 3.2  *Vatican Obelisk*, moved under the direction of Domenico Fontana, 1586. Photo: author.

Figure 3.3  Tommaso Laureti, *Cross Raised over a Broken Idol*, Sala di Costantino, 1585. Photo: author.
Aurelian relief that were missing or damaged. The pope was even content to destroy Christian antiquities in the process; as Jennifer Montagu has pointed out, the bronze for the statues of Peter and Paul came from the medieval doors of S. Agnese, from the Scala Santa at the Lateran, and from a ciborium at St. Peter's.

Both patron and artist must have realized that, especially in their work on the two columns, they were not merely repairing injured objects, but also restoring a type: their declarations of victory amounted to the reintroduction of the figure-on-column format to the Roman public square. This aspect of the undertaking casts Fontana's comments about eliminating the memory of idols in a strange light. In his classic book The Gothic Idol, Michael Camille showed literally dozens of medieval images in which the freestanding figure atop a column betokened the pagan idol (Figure 3.4). The sheer quantity of Camille's examples makes it clear that the device, and what it stood for, would have been immediately recognizable to medieval viewers, and there is no reason to assume that, by Sixtus's time, this had ceased to be true. Consider the major recent Italian precedents for statues on columns, most of them Florentine: There was Donatello's Judith, made for the Palazzo Medici in the late 1450s, moved to the ringhiera in front of the Palazzo Vecchio in 1495, then moved again because, it was said, 'the statue had been erected con chattiva chonstellatione' – literally, 'with a bad constellation' – and had brought ill fortune on the Florentine army. The association of the elevated statue with divine intervention, moreover, was one of which Donatello himself must already have been aware. Certainly he would have known the story, told by Ghiberti, of the ancient statue the Sienese discovered and placed atop the fountain in their town square, only to take it down (and bury it on Florentine soil) when they came to believe that the adversity suffered by their armies was divine punishment for their 'ydolatria.' Donatello had made a statue of Joshua to go atop

---

7 D’Onofrio, p. 274. Among the documents D’Onofrio publishes is one (p. 475) recording the November 1586 payment to Francesco Cima 'per la fatuta della cornice et restaurazione' of the Vatican Obelisk and another (p. 482) on the 'spese del opere che a fatto fare il Cavalier Fontana per hordine di N. S.re in la Colonna Antonina restaurata.'


9 Camille, The Gothic Idol: Ideology and Image-making in Medieval Art (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989). See also the excellent article by Christopher S. Wood, 'Ritual and the Virgin on the Column: The Cult of the Schöne Madonna in Regensburg,' Journal of Ritual Studies 6 (1992), 87-107. Wood demonstrates that after a 1516 statue by Erhard Heidenreich was transferred from the interior of a chapel to a column in an outdoor square, it came to be regarded as an idol, even though it depicted the Virgin, fully clothed.

10 Johann, Wilhelm Ghey, Carteggio indetto d'artisti dei secchi XIV, XV, XVI (Florence: Molini, 1839-40), 1, pp. 456-7.

a Florence Cathedral – the same destination for which Michelangelo’s
David was originally made, and one that, as Charles Seymour argued,
was probably chosen with an eye to the Milanese threat from the north.\footnote{Charles Seymour, *Michelangelo’s David, A Search for Identity* (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1967), p. 36.}

David Wilkins, following a suggestion by H.W. Janson, asked whether
Donatello’s Dovizia, too – which originally stood on a column in Florence’s
main market square – was not ‘intended as an idol, to help bring about

Nor did these ideas go out with the fifteenth century. Francesco Ciglioti has recently drawn attention, for
example, to an event of 1511, recorded by numerous Florentine diarists:
Donatello’s bronze David, which was at that point standing on a column
in the courtyard of the Palazzo Vecchio, was struck by lightning. That
so many chroniclers dedicate so much space to the occurrence, Ciglioti
suggests, is not because the work itself was terribly damaged, but because
‘the damage to the David […] fed the period’s passion for omens,’ reflecting
fears of the ongoing invasions of the peninsula, and even foreshadowing the
return of the Medici to the city.\footnote{Ciglioti, *Donatello e i Medici: storia del David e della Giuditta* (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 2000), I, p. 344.} Similar notions appear in the 1565 diary
of Michelagnolo di Francesco Tanagli, who explained that Donatello’s
Marzocco, too, had originally been erected 'sotto gran constellazione per una guera che havevano i Fiorentini co' signori di Milano' (under a great constellation, on account of a war that the Florentines were having with the Milanese). 15

That the Marzocco, into the late sixteenth century, was understood as a talisman alerts us to the apotropaic significance of the two scowling statues that joined it at the same Renaissance site, Michelangelo's David and Bandinelli's Hercules, both of which were elevated onto notably tall bases. And the association of such ideas with these works, in turn, may have conditioned both the monuments and the responses to them that followed in the middle decades of the century. Certainly the Medici Dukes shared the sense of their predecessors that the addition of a statue to a civic forum was a contribution to the salus publica. 16 Yet how literally can we take this notion? Could a 'good' statue, like the Roman icon that went by the name Salus populi romani, positively affect a city's well-being? 17

As Suzanne Butters discovered, Sixtus V in fact claimed that the suggestion to use obelisks in his urban planning came from Cardinal Ferdinando de' Medici; as the Pope thought about the transformation of his own city's piazzas, his conception of what statues do ran close to the Florentines. 18 There is every indication, for example, that Sixtus, no less than Fontana, worried about the powers that might inhabit his new urban markers: when the cross was placed atop the Vatican Obelisk, the Pope ritually marked the occasion by conducting an exorcism on the stone. 19 Two years later, when the bronze statue of St. Peter was complete, Sixtus did the same for the Column of Trajan, which it was to surmount. 20

Nor does it seem to be the case that, in 'eliminating the memory of the idols,' Sixtus intended simply to neutralize their former charge. As all historians of his urbanism recognize, one of Sixtus's primary aims was to orient the pilgrims moving through the city to worship at the major basilicas. The

11 Cagnoli, l, p. 339.
16 D'Onofrio, p. 270.
columns and obelisks did not just beautify or dramatize the sites on which they were erected; they also served – as they still do today – a practical purpose. Yet to make the columns and obelisks in particular a focal point in a pilgrimage was a dangerous business. The pilgrim’s *admiratio* was an acknowledgment of the charge such objects had. Consider Leonardo da Vinci’s comments, recorded in the Codex Urbinas:

Do we not see that paintings that represent divine deities are continuously kept covered with the most expensive coverings, and that, when they are uncovered, first great ecclesiastical solemnities are held, with various songs accompanied by different instruments? At the moment of unveiling, the great multitude of people who have assembled there immediately throw themselves to the ground worshiping the painting and praying to the one who is figured in it, in order to acquire the health that they have lost and for their eternal salvation, as if in their minds such a god were alive and present. [...] Now if these pilgrimages continue to take place, what moves [people] without necessity? Certainly you will confess that it is this simulacrum, which does what all writings cannot do – to profoundly figure the virtue of such a Deity in an effigy.  

The behavior of the pilgrim, to follow Leonardo, was proof of the power of the image. And what is remarkable, with comments like this in mind, is that Sixtus seems only to have encouraged the kind of behavior that

---

21 Farago, p. 189.
Leonardo described. Upon the consecration of the Vatican obelisk, crowds kneeled around it. As for prayers that might be said 'in order to acquire the health that they have lost and for their eternal salvation,' Sixtus decreed that pilgrims who honored its cross while in a state of grace were to be granted an indulgence of fifteen years. The first work in Rome to recreate the conventional medieval hieroglyph for the idol in three dimensions immediately became an indulgenced image and a cult object itself.

Then there is Leonardo's further comment: that those who behaved in such a manner were likely to imagine that a god was alive and present before them. On this, of course, the boundaries of Sixtus's thinking should have been established by the Council of Trent's 1563 decree on images, with its injunction to bishops to instruct their charges diligently concerning the invocation of saints. To follow the Tridentine guidelines, nothing was to be asked of images, and no trust was to be placed in them, 'as was done old by the Gentiles who placed their hope in idols.' While the decree reaffirmed the traditional Catholic doctrine of intercession, specifying that 'sacred monuments' and 'places dedicated to the memories of the saints' could be visited 'with a view to obtaining [the saints'] aid,' it also specified that objects should be honored and venerated not because 'any divinity or virtue is believed to be in them,' but rather because all honor done to the image is referred to the representative in heaven whose similitude that image bore.

If Leonardo was right, such thoughts were alien to the typical pilgrim: were you to maintain, he writes, that the power an image had over travelers was due 'to the inherent virtue of the thing imitated, it may be replied that if that were the case, the minds of men could be satisfied by staying in bed, rather than going either to tiring and dangerous places or on pilgrimages as one continually sees being done.' In other words, if the virtues the image offered came from the heavens, rather than from the object itself, why did one need to go to just this image at all? Nor did Sixtus exactly discourage the conclusions visitors might draw about what his new work could do. As D'Onofrio first discovered, the inscription that those approaching the obelisk from the river would first have encountered (Figure 3.5), ECCE CRUX DOMINI / FUGITE PARTES ADVERSÆ / VICIT LEO / DE TRIBU IUDA, records words from Apocalypse 5:5 traditionally used in exorcism rituals. As it happens, the actual exorcism rite Sixtus used survives – the Pope even allowed to be published – and signs

---

13 Farago, p. 189.
of the cross figure prominently in it. The ceremony — originally scheduled for September 14th, the day of the Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross, but in the event postponed — began with a procession and the singing of Psalms. Following this, the Pope stood with his back to the basilica, facing the obelisk (i.e., facing the same direction as the inscription). Extending his hand, he said 'I exorcize you, creature of stone, in the name of God' ('Exorcizate, creatura lapidis, in nomine Dei'). He then aspersed the stone with water, hitting it once in the middle, then to the right, then to the left, then above and below, forming a cross. Following this, a deacon handed him a knife, with the point of which Sixtus carved a cross into the stone. Speaking the words 'In nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus sancti,' he crossed himself three times. Finally, after further prayers, he had the gilded bronze cross set atop the ancient form, while all around knelt and sang.

If the inscription gives the impression that it was the sign of the cross that caused the stone's demons to flee, the ritual only reinforces this. More remarkable, though, is that for anyone seeing the obelisk after September of 1586 (i.e., anyone who saw the inscription but not the ceremony), the 'Ecce Cruc Domini' would most obviously refer not to the crosses the Pope had repeatedly made in the process of driving out the stone's bad spirits (the one he carved with his knife is, today, impossible to find), but to the metal figure that the whole monument supported. It is this cross, the visitor to the piazza can only conclude, that is to cause flight — just as the heraldic lions inserted to support the obelisk embody the 'lion of the tribe of Judah.' The intended effect is again comparable to that of Donatello's *Marzocco* or Michelangelo's *David*, though with the assertion, at least, that the cross is now the operative agent. Its power is evident in prints published on the occasion: in one, clouds seem to gather at the top of the obelisk, and the cross itself actually oversteps the frame of the image, entering into the viewer's own space. The poems that contemporaries began to dedicate to the obelisk's cross grant it similar potential. Philip Poelarius's 1586 lines are representative:

[...] Aurati fulgent molis quod vertice montes
Et stella auratis in montibus aurea folget,
Exultans nostrae felicis signa salutis
Osmare Crucem, Satanae, qua diruta regna
Munere Sistae tuo est augustior area, per te
Saxea venturo mole celebribitur aeno.

The gilded mountains gleam from this crown of the colossus and the golden star glitters on the gilded mountains, jubilant to be able to display the cross.

17 For the timing, see Iversen, p. 34.
18 See *Ordo exorcizandi*, n.p.
the happy sign of our salubrity/salvation. Oh, Satan, [your] rule is broken. And with your offering, Sixtus, this site is more august; through your doing, the mass of stone will be celebrated for all time.29

The combination of obelisk, cross, and inscription, in short, perpetuates the exorcism, capturing the desired outcome of the ceremony and directing it permanently against any foes who might threaten Peter's resting place. And this adds to the impression that, if anything, Sixtus's intention was not simply to destroy the city's idols, but to rehabilitate forms that would work much like Donatello's statues had worked earlier. If thoughts like those of Leonardo's pilgrim were to be rebutted, it would not be with the claim that Christian objects were meant to serve only as mental aids, but with a reading of the Tridentine position that specifically preserved for particular images their force. Let us, then, dwell a bit longer on just how contemporaries clarified the Church's position.

Significantly, the question of what it meant for the veneration done before an image to be 'referred' to a prototype was itself subject to interpretation. Consider the case of the Cremonese biographer Alessandro Lamo, who, one year before Sixtus began his restorations, published this explanation of what happens when the devout meditate on a Christian 'sign':

[God, the Virgin and the Saints] study how, entirely intent on the simulacra, and fixing our corporeal eyes only on them, we fix the eyes of our minds on Heaven, and offer the dearest gifts to God [...] By chance they see the spirit that, exiting our hearts, forms the supplicating voices that we affectionately release before the senseless Statues; they see our tears, they hear our sighs, and they do not fail to notice that that little bit of spirit, collected by the angels, flies up to Heaven. [...] [There] it whispers in God's ear, it renders that ear soft and benign, and it beseeches just graces from him. [God's] most liberal hand, where incorruptible treasures are enclosed, opens to this spirit, and it returns to us, overflowing with spiritual graces [...] 30

29 Cannia a variis auctoris in obelisco in conscripta (Rome: Barth. Grassij, 1586), 81. Another example, from the same volume (p. 33): 'Hactenus in domino invicem cernimus Wall.: / Nunc leo victori pro Christo victorum; / Daemonis haece fuerat quidem praebens audacia terris / Hostis, et nostros pignora divus erat; / Sed caput aequit altis ruina de monstribus Atlas / Exultat ecieta, manum dedit illae manus / Sixtus, quod aegris olim gens cecina trophaea / Exit. et, eripuit, figat ut illa Cruce.'
30 Lamo, Discorsi ... intorno alla scolatura, e pitura, appended to Gio. Batt. Zaist, Notizie Storiche de' Pittori, Scultori, et Architetti Cremonesi (Cremona: Ricchini, 1774), pp. 24–5: "Splen vegogono per avventura lo spirito, che dal cuore ascende e fa quelle supplichevoli voci, che intardar l'insensibile statue affectuosamente sdrucciao; veggono le lagrime marce odono i sospiri, ma non scorgono però, che quel poco di spirito raccolto da gli Angeli, come dice Bernardo. Credimus angelos saepe astres omnibus, offerre Deus volo, & preces bontatum, si sine deceptione invisi pannes munus perspexerunt, se ne vola al Cielo. Honor inuisit pergurium ad prototypum, & exemplar, dice Damascen. Sussurrar all'orecchio di Dio; ce lo rende pieghevole, e benigno, impura da lui le giunte gracie, ed aprendogli la liberissima mano, dove rinchiodute resorci incorruptibili, dovizio di grazie spirituali ne ritorna a noi, lasciando nella celeste immortalità scritti i nomi de i divoci oratori."
Lamo is careful to specify that the image itself does nothing. Nevertheless, he is comfortable imagining a scenario in which the saint that an image depicts sees what the supplicator does before the image, and even a scenario in which an angel, waiting with the artwork, hears the worshipper’s prayers and acts on them. Given the common view that idols, to work their maleficent ways, must be visited by demons, it is of course striking that Lamo, in accounting for the instrumentality of the image, brings the demon’s benign twin into his account. What Lamo essentially does is to maintain the idea of spiritual presence, while finding a way still to insist on the real separation of object and prototype. In the end, the difference between the holy image and the idol corresponds to the difference between angels and demons: whereas demons possess the bodies they visit, occupying statues or living persons, angels merely communicate (the very word angel derives from the Greek angelos, ‘messenger’). Devotion before an image exploits the vehicular function of angels, their role in delivering messages and visions from God to the world, but what Lamo hypothesizes is a more symmetrical relationship: angels, God’s emissaries, go in two directions. It was not that a resident demon acted in the statue’s vicinity; it was that the column and image functioned as a kind of portal, a channel through which the heaven and earth might reach one another.

We may wonder whether we should really consider a bronze cross atop an obelisk as this kind of sign, analogous to a simulacrum of a saint. But listen to the outburst directed at the cross in Cosimo Gacci’s 1586 Dialogo del trasportamento dell’Obelisco del Vaticano:

Oh glorious sign! Oh sublime emblem! Oh invincible standard! Oh divine banner! Oh exalted Cross! You are truly that celestial plan that finds no equal, that adored mast that, admired with devotion, heals the mortal wounds. You are that stupendous scepter that makes marvelous signs, that sublime stair, by means of which the angels ascend, carrying to Heaven the represented prayers of mortals and, descending, return with divine graces. Gacci regards the figure at the top of the obelisk, as Lamo regarded the sacred image (the term both use is segno, ‘sign’), as a sort of angelic egress—the comparison of the cross to ‘the sublime stair’ may evoke Jacob’s ladder. For Gacci, however, the cross is this by virtue of being an insignia,

---

31 On the demons bound to idols, see, for example, Augustine, De civitate dei, 8.24.
32 Gacci, Dialogo [...] del trasportamento dell’Obelisco del Vaticano (Rome: Francesco Zanetti, 1586), pp. 49–50: ‘O glorioso segno, o sublime insignia, o invicto standardo: o divino vessillo, o altissima Croce. Tù sei veramente quella celeste pianta, che pari non ritrovi: tò quell’adorando stipite, che, con deubzione rimanento, sani le piaghe mortalì: tò quella stupenda verga, che fai mirabilissimi segni; tò quella sublime scala, per la quale salendo gli angeli, e discendendo, portano al Cielo le dicerie orazioni de mortalì, et di colossì a quelli la divina gratia [...]’
33 A similar comparison appears in the anonymous Obelisci vaticani et sanctissimae crucis erectae historia (n.p.) that appeared in the same year: ‘Iam praeteres, is velut Jacob,
the kind of image under which militaries move. This perspective sheds light on why it was in the Sala di Costantino that Sixtus decided to celebrate his raising of the cross over the broken idol: Giulio Romano’s frescoes (Figure 3.6) show that antagonists simply collapse before a commander leading under the sign of the cross and aided by angels; they provide the model for how all future battles should go. It would also explain why Sixtus had Laureti portray, in the attic story of the same room, the series of cross-topped obelisks and saint-crowned columns he was contributing to the city. The positioning of the Vatican obelisk and for that matter of all of its Sistine counterparts begins to look defensive; standing before churches or, in the case of the Piazza del Popolo, at the northern entrance to the city, their projection of hostile force at once records the still living memory of Rome’s 1527 Sack and recalls the effects that earlier idols had on allied armies.

Another guide to how the Tridentine decrees could have been interpreted in Sistine Rome comes from Ambrogio Catarino, a Sienese prelate who eventually became the archbishop of Conza. Catarino’s small book on holy images actually dates to 1552, a good decade before the Council reached its conclusion. As Catarino was personally present at Trent, however, and among the participants who shaped the final position the group took, his published views – printed by the Roman Church’s own typographer – are particularly relevant. In the passage most important for our purposes, Catarino tackled the question of image and prototype by focusing on a specific model for this, the biblical figure of the brazen serpent:

What was a sign was a sign of something else: they knew that those powers emanating from [the serpent] were not the healing ones they thought would emanate from it. For what were the virtues that they saw emanating from it? What virtues could come from the inspection of that statue, which could heal the wounded who had truly been bitten by those snakes? This virtue was thus attributed not to the sign, but to the signified, and similarly, the statue was regarded as a sign, such that the mind flew from there to the prototype ...34

34 Ambrosius Catarinus, De cultu & adoratione imaginum (Rome: Antonius Badius, 1552), p. 126: ‘Quod autem est signum, alterius signum est: ut sic intelligenter non ab eo exire illum sanandi uirtutem quae ex illo exire uidebatur. Nam quid uirtutem quae ex
Catarino's account aims to reconcile the story in Numbers 21, according to which Moses's work of bronze had the power to heal those who looked upon it, with the episode recounted in 4 Kings 18:4, wherein King Ezechias "broke the statues into pieces, cut down the groves, and smashed the brazen serpent that Moses had made." Accounting for why one book of the Bible exalts the serpent when another seems to condemn it, Catarino suggests that Ezechias had watched the worship of the brazen serpent degenerating into idolatry, and had discovered that those who had witnessed its effects had misunderstood what they were seeing:

an error had advanced in that which had not previously been considered, and the thing had not been honored (as the Lord instructed) as a sign, bearing the virtues of the signified, but almost having as holiness and some divine power in itself, just as the Pagans regarded their own idols. Wherefore, banishing that error, Ezechias ordered that the serpent be destroyed, calling it a little bronze vessel, a thing to be disdained and one unworthy of worship.\footnote{Ibid., 126: 'Error ergo processerat in hoc quod non iam inspiciebatur & adorabatur illud (sicur praecepit Dominus) ut signum referens signati uirtuem, sed quasi habens in se sanctificationem & utam aliquam divinam, sicut expectabant Gentes de Idolis suis. Quare ad hunc Gentium errorem amouerundum lussit Ezechias confringi Serpentem illum, uocans aenulum, ut quidquam despiciebile & indignum cultu.'}
Figure 3.7 Natale Bonifacio de Sebenico, Vatican Obelisk, c.1585. Photo: Houghton Library, Harvard University.
Important here are Catarino’s ideas about what he calls ‘signification.’ Using the same language as Lamo and Gaci, Catarino specifies that the mind, fixed on the sign, is carried to the signified. In addition to this, however, Catarino suggests that the sign can ‘bear the virtues of the signified,’ as if the sign carries something from its prototype to the person who looks upon it. This sounds close to one of the reasons that Donatello’s Judith was removed from its position before the Palazzo Vecchio: that it was acting as a ‘segnio mortifero’ – literally, a death-bearing sign. The real difference between the miracle-working statue, understood on the model of the brazen serpent, and the pagan idol, understood, say, according to the stories in the Hermetica, is not that one presumes the invocation of a supernatural entity and the other does not. Rather it is that the Christian signum is operated from on high, while the idol is inhabited, taking on a quasi-independent life. When he ultimately denigrates the serpent, Ezechias does so by calling it ‘a little vessel;’ the distinction between idol and image turns not only on the question of true or false gods, but also on that of whether the thing is occupied, or simply worked through.

The typological connection between the brazen serpent and the cross makes this emblem of the post-Tridentine doctrine seem especially relevant to Sixtus’s transformation of the city. As Catarino presents it, the story of the brazen serpent concerns not only a function, but also a format, that of a bronze image on a post; he calls Moses’s standard a statua, a statue. The basic reference point here, for Catarino as well as for the next generation of thinkers, would have been the book of John, which treats Moses’s serpent explicitly as a type of crucifix. Such a comparison would have been particularly salient to Sixtus, for the Pope identified himself publically and prominently with Moses – most famously on the colossal fountain (ornamented with obelisks) that he had Fontana erect near his villa. Early viewers of the Vatican Obelisk, in fact, seem to have been able to put all of these things together, as is evidenced by a remarkable contemporary engraving of the obelisk by Natale Bonifacio de Sebenico, which bears a hexameter by Guglielmo Blanchi (Figure 3.7):
Aenea serpentis Moses simulachra sacerdos
Exultit, aegrotis in medicina foret
Nunc alter Moses Obelisci in urticie Sextus
Erigit aegrotis aenea sigilla Crucis.
Ves, o Romani, suscitate ad aethera vultus,
A Crrco nam ubis uesta petenda salus.\textsuperscript{17}

Just as the priest Moses raised a bronze simulacrum of a serpent, such that it could be medicine to the sick, so now Sextus, the other Moses, erects for the sick a bronze sign of the Cross atop the Obelisk. Oh Romans, raise your faces in the air, entreating the Cross for your health and salvation.

At a moment when the figure of the brazen serpent was especially charged, allowing theologians to work through one form of defense against Protestant accusations of idolatry, a comparison like this carries weight.\textsuperscript{18}

The brazen serpent analogy reminds us that the combination of post and image, as a Christian type, preexisted the token developed later for the idol — or, from another point of view, the Renaissance figure of the brazen serpent makes the medieval idol look like a variation on Moses's ancient statue. Sixteenth-century versions of the form could evoke either moment in the motif's history, or both. The Vatican obelisk takes the form of an idol, and it is made of an idol, but its recreation of the brazen serpent allows it to do exactly the opposite of what idols do, expelling evil and delivering health.

The biblical figure, finally, also alerts us to one other distinctive aspect of the cross atop the obelisk, a characteristic of all the images placed on posts in Counter-Reformation Rome: that it is made of gilded bronze. While structural advantages may have been a factor here, the numerous examples already mentioned of stone statues on lofty bases should alert us to the fact that bronze was hardly the only option available to patrons. To put a bronze work in such a position was a choice, and an enormously costly one, especially when the work had to be made on a scale that it would be visible from a distance.

One thing to consider, in accounting for this, is the prominent role of cast metal objects, and golden ones in particular, in the major texts on idolatry. Psalm 113 states that 'the idols of the Gentiles are silver and gold, the works of the hands of men,' and Exodus recounts the story of the casting of the golden calf, sometimes represented in sixteenth-century Italy as an independent episode. To this might be added the mirabilis tradition, which included stories like that of the colossal bronze idol that had once topped the Coliseum — its own name thought to have derived from the Latin \textit{colis}

\textsuperscript{17} Guillelmo Blanct, \textit{Epigrammata in obelisca} (Rome: Barth. Grassij, 1586), p. 5.

\textsuperscript{18} It was Kings 18:4 that the preacher Nikolaus Gallus quoted when, in 1543 — less than a decade before Catarino wrote his own book on images — he ordered the Virgin on the column in Regensburg destroyed. See Wood, 103.
eum, or the imperative ‘pray to him.’ The language that idolatry evoked could suggest a specificity of materials: the Cardinal Gabriele Paleotti’s important treatise on sacred and profane images, published just three years before Sixtus’s projects got under way, presented as synonyms for idol not only simulacri and similitudini, but also conflatili (lit., things that are melted together). Later, in books like Louis Richeome’s 1608 L’idolatria buguenote, references to idols ‘founded in the heart’ are repeated so often that their casting begins to sound like something more than a metaphor.

Some writers conceived idolatry precisely as the materialization of the image, and one can imagine numerous reasons why, when describing such ways of seeing, metal objects should have come so quickly to mind. Bronze, and gold even more, were of course precious, far more precious than stone or wood, and the idea that they could be converted to or from things like jewelry made them seem all the more vain. Being, in most cases, hollow, bronze figures had, literally, an anima or soul, making the question of whether they were vessels or channels all the more pointed. With their brightness, and their presumed origin in planetary influences, metals were, furthermore, as ‘celestial’ as any materials that builders could have used. Vernacular Renaissance accounts of bronze casting sometimes associate the process with the demonic. And the sundry reports of lightning striking the ornaments atop obelisks and domes demonstrate that contemporaries were fascinated by the ways in which these might attract divine forces.

53 See, e.g., John Capgrave, Ye Solace of Pilgrims [c.1450], ed. C.A. Mills (London: Oxford University Press, 1931), p. 36: ‘Colis eum hanc est to say in English worshipis pou him.’ For the designation of the bronze statue as an idol, sec, for example, Francis Morgan Nichols, ed. and trans., The Marvels of Rome (New York: Italian Press, 1986), p. 29: ‘After some time the Blessed Silvester ordered that temple destroyed and likewise other palaces so that the orators who came to Rome would not wander through profane buildings but pass with devotion through the churches. But he had the head and hands of the aforesaid idol laid before his Palace of the Lateran in remembrance of the temple.’

54 Paleonti, 42v: ‘L’ultimo dunque accade ancora nelle imagini, poi che altre sono veramente sacre, & religiose: altre adombrate di religione, & fato, che si chiamano idol, simulacri, sculpill, conflatili, similitudini, & altri nomi.’


56 Paleonti 92r-ve: ‘Nel primo non crediamo noi che alcuna imagine sia cosa divina, o per se, o per participazione, essendo la imagine ordinarimente cosa artificiata fatta per rappresentare un’altra vera; eccetto se non havesse acquistata qualche santità in alcuno delli modi da noi narrati altre vole, i quali però non appartenono alla sostanza loro essendo materiale.’


58 The most famous example is that of Benvenuto Cellini. See Giuseppe Guido Ferrero, ed., Opere di Benvenuto Cellini (Turin: UTET, 1989), p. 520.

59 Preceding all of these devices, finally, was that which originally topped the Vatican obelisk, the bronze globe, terminating in what looks like a smaller obelisk, pointing to the heavens. Prints of the obelisk before it was transferred suggest its capacity to move the sky;
These traditions reinforce the idea that the creation of bronze holy images, meant to be placed on columns, represented a translation as much as a conversion. The bronze or gold idol served as a model, and not just as an antithesis, for monumental Christian uses of the same material. Bronze brought the two classes of object together, and to a certain extent, the metal objects Sixtus erected took their place within an already extant order of things. When Antonio Laferri made his famous engraving of the city, he gave the anachronistic though not entirely false impression that obelisks and pyramids – terms used interchangeably in the sixteenth century – had provided a model for every holy tower in the city (Figure 3.8). And among the best precedents for the function of a monument like the Vatican Obelisk were the bronze objects at the tops of those towers, bells that, from the twelfth century on, constituted the central features of some of the city's tallest structures. The importance of bells as objects, and not just as producers of sound, is demonstrated by the fact that bells were among the earliest bronzes to be signed by their makers. Bells were typically given names, suggesting a kind of animism. And bells were clearly intended not just to mark hours, but to expel adverse forces from their vicinity.\(^4^6\) Even more closely related to the new obelisks and columns were the lanterns that topped church domes: crowned by a cross, and complete with relics, the lantern that now tops St. Peter's was itself a Sistine project, one underway concurrently with the obelisk in the piazza before it.\(^4^7\) It is impossible to know just how Sixtus would have had the lantern itself ornamented, but lanterns were commonly associated with the descent of the Holy Spirit. And if, finally, these elevated bronze objects were supposed to do at least some of the same things, one cannot but wonder whether the bronze antiquities that Sixtus IV had added to the tower of the Campidoglio, rising over the center of the city, would have been endowed with similar powers. No wonder that Sixtus himself ordered these removed, 'saying that they are things for idolaters and not for Christians' (dicendo Sua Beatitudine che

\(^4^6\) A good example of this is the bell from Frostonne preserved today in the Palazzo Venezia. Dating to 1255, it includes the founder's signature, as well as the inscription 'SONTUM HUIUS, FUGIAT GRANDO. ET TEMPESTAS. GRAND. PER NEC. CESSET' ('let storms flee at the ringing of this [bell] and let tempests permanently cease').

\(^4^7\) The dome proper was completed before Sixtus's death in 1590, but the cross that was to top the lantern was only gilded and set in place in 1594. Originally, the ribs on the outside of the dome were also covered with bronze. See Ennio Francia, *Storia della costruzione del nuovo San Pietro* da Michelangelo a Bernini (Roma: De Luca, 1989), p. 95.
sono cose da idolatri et non da cristiani’): The pope understood precisely what bronze idols did.49

The standard art historical image of the Sistine city has been a plan, a view from above: Sixtus's signature legacy, we read, was a rationalized network of long straight streets and noble piazzas. Visitors, however, must also have marveled at what they saw when they looked up, for nothing in the west had anticipated the remarkable constellation he placed over Rome. One can only conclude that the so-called destroyer of pagan idols, in the end, still hoped to remain in the good graces of the gods.

49 D’Onofrio, p. 194.